“Quand tu veux construire un bateau, ne commence pas par rassembler du
bois, couper des planches et distribuer du travail, mais reveille au sein des
hommes le desir de la mer grande et large.”
“If you want to build a ship, don’t drum up people together to collect wood
and don’t assign them tasks and work, but rather teach them to long for
the endless immensity of the sea.”

- Antoine de Saint-Exupéry
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Cover art concceptulized by BLISS and drawn by Wilson Lee & Tejal Thakore

Mission Statement

“Establish a guide based on design drivers for a next
generation space station, built upon diverse partnerships and capabilities, to research and demonstrate
key science, technologies, and systems necessary to
enhance socioeconomic value and expand human exploration beyond low Earth orbit.”
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- BLISS
Beyond LEO Into the Solar System
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Introduction
Achieving long-term human presence off the surface of the Earth is one of the crowning
technological achievements of the past 50 years. People have lived and worked in orbit for
decades on space stations. These orbital habitats are humanity’s first attempts to build homes
among the stars. Space stations provide shelter to allow human beings to live, work, and thrive
in the harsh environment of space. Commercial activities, scientific research, technological
demonstrations, international cooperation, and a range of other uses make these complexes
valuable for the development of advanced societies in a global context.
The International Space Station (ISS) is a crucial step to building a new off-world future for
humanity. The unprecedented cooperation of so many different countries on one of the largest and most complex engineering projects in history provides proof of the unifying power
of space. The recent completion of the ISS means that it can now be used to its full scientific
potential. Enabled by the laboratories aboard the ISS, discoveries in medicine, materials science, and human spaceflight will yield advances relevant to life on Earth while building the
technologies of the future. The ISS, however, will not last indefinitely, and the current plan is
to retire the station around 2020.

Even though the ISS is scheduled to be decommissioned, new neighbors are joining the ISS
in the sky. The Tiangong-1 space laboratory is China’s first step toward building a larger orbital complex. New players like the American company Bigelow Aerospace may make space
economically attractive. Government agencies and aerospace companies around the world
from the United States to Russia have proposed possible uses for ISS modules or completely
new structures in space. Many of these are proposed in locations other than low Earth orbit
(LEO). With a multitude of purposes, locations, and sponsors, the space community needs
a path forward so that humanity’s foothold in space is not lost. If people are to make a true
home in space, human civilization must be launched above the surface of the Earth. Diverse stations spread throughout space will help humanity expand not just its presence but its
knowledge and creativity into new and unique environments. By guiding the advancement of
human beings in space, new technologies, new cultures, and new ideas will be generated that
will fundamentally change the human experience. Space stations built in the near future will be
the foundation for further space exploration and settlement, and the BLISS report is meant
to act as a guidebook to that foundation. Expanded details of information presented in this
Summary are available in the full BLISS report.

Images: ESA/NASA, Kate Arkless Gray and Christian Lüthen

ISS Lessons Learned
Humanity is still in its infancy when it comes to living in space. We are learning new lessons with
every additional mission. The greatest lessons for a future station come from mankind’s longestlived celestial home – the ISS. The ISS itself was built upon the knowledge gained from previous
space station programs such as Salyut, Skylab, and Mir.
To date the ISS has enjoyed a number of successes. As the largest international partnership in
space history, it has required countless advances in human spaceflight engineering. Scientific breakthroughs have resulted from long-term microgravity research and extended human spaceflight.
Commercial transportation of cargo has been achieved, and commercial crew may be just around
the corner. This progress will only accelerate as the ISS enters its phase of full utilization.
Example Lessons Learned:
• Advance the ISS governance model to include potential partners
• Engage youth to become involved with space through Science, Technology, Engineering
and Mathematics (STEM)
• Decrease length of time to fly experiments
• Increase accessibility to station for tourism, science, commercial applications

Планета есть колыбель разума, но нельзя вечно жить в колыбели
"The Earth is the cradle of humankind, but one cannot live in the cradle forever."
- Konstantin Tsiolkovsky
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Education and Public Outreach
Human space endeavors have a profound ability to inspire. A next generation
space station (NGSS) will continue humanity’s presence in space, a legacy established by past stations. This human element brings with it a great potential
for education and public outreach.
Popular culture is abundant with dreams of humans among the stars.
Movies and television have sharply defined public expectations of human
space travel. Future space stations designed with aesthetics in mind will
galvanize these dreams to create iconic spaceships humanity can embrace
and celebrate.
Changes in multimedia capabilities will play a key role in broadening the
impact of a next generation space station. Station-based broadcasting and
photography, enabled by a true Internet link, will share the beauty of the
Earth from above. A focused campaign of outreach activities from print
media to podcasts will promote ISS and NGSS successes to involve the
public on a personal level.
Education and public outreach must be incorporated during design conception and consistently implemented in a future space station program.
By allocating resources such as crew time and downlink bandwidth, the
future station will be transformed from a point of light in the sky to something accessible and worthy of the pride of all humanity.
Space is Now.
Space is Everybody.
Image: Wilson Lee
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ISU
Image:

International Cooperation
The ISS is the most complex feat of engineering ever undertaken
in international cooperation.

The International Space Station.
Its name reminds us that this is not the work of a single
country.
As the product of fifteen nations, it has set an example
upon which a future station can be modelled.
Progress can be made by further opening the door to
international collaboration. Developing and developed
countries, as well as private enterprise, are eager to access
space, aiming to gain experience while bringing new
capabilities and expertise to the cooperative effort.
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Most critically, a high-level international agreement is essential to the success
of an NGSS. The Inter-Governmental Agreement of the ISS can provide a
viable foundation if it can be made sufficiently flexible so as to accommodate
a growing number of partners, and growing interdependence between partners.
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“We will also need an international partnership, probably even a wider one than for the
ISS, when aiming at the next steps of human
space exploration.” (Reiter, 2012)
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Summary Matrix
The user should locate the desired
use of an NGSS along the top of the
matrix. Scan down to review advisable locations for that use. Going further down the column reveals other
important factors such as funding,
outreach potential, and legal regimes.

PURPOSE
S
Tourism

Manufacturing

In Situ
Resource
Utilization

LEO

Proximity to
Earth, Earth
View

Proximity to
Earth

None

EML 1/2/3

LEO better
(Moon view)

LEO better

None

ELM 4/5 – (Stable)

LEO better

LEO better

None

Lunar Orbit

Lunar view
Difficult access

Greater distancehigh cost

Lunar utilization

NEO

Not practical

Greated distancehigh cost

NEO utilization

FACTORS
Orbit

Ag / µg / Both
Design
Implications

Another way to use the matrix is to
find the location being considered
for an NGSS. Follow across the location row to find out possible dual-use
combinations as well as items such as
outreach potential.
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Commercial uses

Ag

both

µg

Habitat
User-friendly
station,
Appealing
design,
Modular
‘Space Hotel’

Funding

Ag

both

µg

Ag

Automation
Robotics
High quality µg
Module

both

µg

Mobility
Docking and
EVA Systems
Processing
Facilities,
Robotic Mining

PPP, Purely Private

Outreach
Potential

Commercialization

Products

Resources

Legal Issues

Rescue
Agreement,
OST – Liability

IP, Liability

OSTAppropriation

Outreach
Potential

Lab- Proximity to Earth,
Earth Remote Sensing,
Microgravity Research &
Development,
Protein Crystal Growth,
Fluid Mixing

Optimal only
for:
ECLSS
µg / Ag
Human Factor

Good
communication
Student
experiments

L2 – Radio-Quiet Space
Observation

Optimal for all
technologies:
Propulsion
ECLSS
Power
GNC
Human Factors
Communication
µg / Ag
Structure
Thermal
Radiation

LEO better

Moon

Governments

LEO better

Asteroids

Governments

Lunar view
Nostalgic effect

Moon

Private Sector,
Governments

Not practical

Asteroids

Governments,
Private Sector

Scientific Research

No Unique Benefits
Lunar Research

NEO Research

Ag

both

µg

Laboratories
Easy Access to Earth

Ag

both

µg

Modular Design

both

Ag

Futuristic
Appearance,
Allocated
Bandwidth

Exploration
Potential

Partnership
Potential

Space
Station Tech
Demonstration

Private Sector,
Governments

µg
Image: NASA

Research

BLISS recommendation
Secondary recommendation
Not recommended

Public Sector
Experiments for STEM
Technology Development

Pictures, Media
Interest
Lone Explorer

IP, Rescue Agreement,
Human and Animal Ethics

Intellectual
Property

EML
= Earth Moon Lagrange
Ag
= Artificial Gravity
µg
= Microgravity
here
for what the colors mean
NEO Add= Legend
Near Earth
Object
PPP
= Public-Private Partnership
IP
= Intellectual Property
OST
= Outer Space Treaty
LEO
= Low Earth Orbit
L2
= Earth Moon Lagrange Point 2
ECLSS = Environmental Control and Life Support System
GNC
= Guidance Navigation and Control
Product of BLISS
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“Somewhere, something incredible
is waiting to be known.”

Scientific Research

- Carl Sagan

Science has formed the foundation of most space station projects to date. Space is a
unique environment with multiple areas of interest for scientific investigation. From
long-term microgravity to astronomy observations unobstructed by the atmosphere,
space has exciting opportunities for investigation in a diverse range of fields.
Image: NASA

Experiments conducted aboard the ISS have produced a significant number of results in
materials, physical, and life sciences. Human physiology in space is an area of great interest
due to its impact on future exploration and settlement goals.
Although the ISS has provided unprecedented orbital scientific capabilities, limitations exist that must be addressed in the design of future space stations to make them more effective for scientific research. Transportation logistics, in situ analysis, and limited crew time
among other factors, limit the scientific output of the ISS. In future stations, greater depth
and range of experiments could be achieved with stronger planning for science.
Future station science will also be affected by a diversified pool of investigators. Private
launch companies, research organizations, non-governmental organizations, educational
institutions, and even individuals may be able to engage in scientific experimentation directly on future stations.
The benefits of space science often form a primary rationale for space activities. These
benefits allow the station to return value to its stakeholders. Basic research discoveries and
commercial spin-offs offer immediate benefits to humanity. Station science, though, is
strongly linked to other rationales including international cooperation, economic
stimulus, and educational inspiration. Through a strong station science program, the benefits of space can be brought down to Earth.
Images courtesy of NASA
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KEY SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH BASE
DESIGN DRIVERS:
•
•
•
•

Accessibility
Crew considerations
Logistics
Microgravity environment

Health & Medicine
Space stations provide a home for humans in outer space that allows
them to survive in the hazardous environment. However, simple survivability does not take into account the health of the crew during and after
the mission and the health of the mission itself. For a space station to
meet its full potential, space medicine must be an exponential component.
The risks of spaceflight are significant. From launch
failures to space debris, space has a host of potentially
fatal hazards. Even when not fatal, hazards like radiation dosage and bone loss may have chronic effects on
human health even after return to Earth, and must be
mitigated to the extent possible.
Space health care and medicine have traditionally relied
on ground-based support and decision making. For future space stations, in situ capability may be required,
especially in more remote locations or with larger crew
sizes.
Currently, serious illness onboard would necessitate a return to Earth.
Emerging advances in technology may enable telerobotic surgical interventions directly on the station. Computer-aided decision making systems and augmented reality also hold great promise for expanded medical
capabilities onboard future stations. By ensuring the health of the crew
onboard the vehicle, the station can perform at the highest level while
providing for the safety and well-being of the human payload aboard the
spacecraft.
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Commercial Applications

Space provides outstanding opportunities for market growth.

With a bit of forethought, an NGSS can revolutionize the commerce of outer space. Quick and affordable access would allow
the station to succeed where the ISS could not.
Commercial transport and laboratories proven onboard the ISS
will continue their role in a future station. Expanding upon this
will be new uses of microgravity, resources, and the space environment.
Program managers for an NGSS must recognize
key steps to a successful transition:
• ensure launcher availability
• business-friendly legal environment
• emerging business support
• announcement of opportunity

Image: Kate Arkless Gray
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Finance
The success or failure of large projects like space stations strongly depends on the financial
health of the project. Budgetary difficulties are frequent in the space industry, but space stations are especially susceptible to financial woes since they concentrate resources and efforts
of several years into one vehicle. The total cost of the ISS, for example, was much higher than
initially estimated.
To be successful, space station financing estimates must take into account the
full life-cycle cost of the project and not just the development and construction costs. By defining in detail the roles of station partners and other stakeholders ahead of time, the cost of the project can be shared in a balanced and
sustainable way. This will allow the project to have a better chance of living
through budget fluctuations, delays, and other difficulties.
For future space stations, rough order of magnitude cost estimates must effectively characterize the trade between station size
and complexity with total cost. The ISS proves to be useful metric for this estimation since it was built in a modular fashion over
a long period of time. NASA’s parametric cost models are useful
as well to gain a different financial perspective of the project.
For unique new technologies like artificial gravity, parametric
models are more applicable since no analogues are available.

With a total cost of over USD100
billion, the ISS is one of the most
expensive projects in human history.
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Image: NASA

The source of funding for the project must match the station purpose and capabilities. Public funding from taxpayers is useful when the return on investment is not clear or
if the risk of failure is high. Deep space exploration and
basic research stations fit this model well. For commercial
Image
: NAS
A
stations, a public private partnership or completely private
funding may be more effective. In a Public-Private Partnership (PPP), a public agency and private entity sign a contract to share risks and resources between
themselves. This leaves the private entity with enough revenue potential to invest in the project while
still preserving risk incentives. As space technology advances and becomes cheaper, completely private funding is also becoming a viable funding approach. Such a station would exist to achieve profit
motives for shareholders with all risks accepted by the private enterprise.
13

Engineering
An NGSS will provide an engineering challenge of unprecedented proportions. The
design process will be driven by the different purposes and the location of the station.
Guided by the example of the ISS, an NGSS will use new technologies to create a
dynamic and reliable habitat in space.
Image: NASA

TRANSITION
The transition from the ISS to a future station will be a significant endeavor. Module re-use is a possibility,
but it carries with it constraints on the design of an NGSS. As the largest orbiting object ever assembled, the
ISS may become one day the largest single piece of space debris, or it may be transferred to a different orbit
with a change in purpose and use. The fate of the ISS will be a key part of the transition that will pose its own
challenge to engineers and innovators.
PURPOSE DRIVES DESIGN
An NGSS can host a variety of users in science, exploration, commerce and arts. Each user carries with it
specific design drivers that should be integrated to a specific design. In particular, gravity level, orbit, station
mobility, and station architecture will rely heavily on the purpose of the station. With a settled set of purposes,
emerging technologies stand to play a key role in the station to come.
PROMISING TECHNOLOGY EXAMPLE: PROPULSION
• Electrical propulsion provides higher specific impulse
(yet lower thrust levels) than current chemical thrusters
• Solar sails harness the power of the sun in a passive yet
powerful manner
• Nuclear propulsion can provide power and longevity
unmatched by other sources

14
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A DESIGN APPROACH FOR A FUTURE SPACE STATION
A given set of requirements, such as orbit, gravity level, station mobility, and station architecture, will
be mapped to the below Summary Matrix to initiate the engineering design process. The first step will
be to translate the general requirements to engineering design drivers. The design drivers listed in the
matrix combined with the requirements can be used to specify the technologies to be considered for
the desired NGSS.

Product of BLISS
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Conclusion
The ISS is currently scheduled to be retired by the year 2020. Although the station’s life may be extended beyond that point, it is not too early to begin consideration of the next stage of human presence in outer space.
Space station creation has proven to be a costly and time-consuming process. From the approval of its ultimate
design, the ISS required billions of dollars and almost two decades to reach the end of its construction phase.
To ensure preparedness for a smooth transition between the ISS and a next generation space station, it is necessary to develop an understanding of what needs will exist when the time comes as well as which technologies
could provide optimal solutions.
Through a centralized, cohesive study of lessons learned from past stations and design drivers for future stations, the BLISS report will help any potential sponsor—from international governmental agencies to private
companies—effectively plan a next-generation space station. Especially in a time of limited budgets and other
resources, effective planning and management will be essential to the success of station projects. This report is
intended to support the human spaceflight industry to preserve the achievements of past stations while advancing the field as a whole. By supporting the development of future space stations, team BLISS team hopes to
support a future for human civilization and its expansion beyond Earth.

Image: NASA
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Team Logo
The BLISS team logo represents a lower case “b” that
includes Low Earth Orbit, an orbit around the Moon,
and an escape trajectory to a number of possible
destinations in the solar system. Our logo references
the successes of the past while looking forward to a
bright future in space.
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The Executive Summary and Full Report
appear on the ISU web site at
http://www.isunet.edu under “ISU Publications/Student Reports”
Printed copies of the Executive Summary may be requested,
while supplies last, from:
International Space University
Strasbourg Central Campus
Attention: Publications/Library
Parc d’Innovation
1 rue Jean-Dominique Cassini
67400 Illkirch-Graffenstaden
France
Tel. +33 (0)3 88 65 54 32
Fax. +33 (0)3 88 65 54 47
e-mail. publications@isu.isunet.edu
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